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Status
 Open

Subject
convene plugin auto-locking

Version
18.x

Category
Usability

Feature
Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Jean-Marc Libs

Volunteered to solve
Jonny Bradley

Keep informed
Jean-Marc Libs

Lastmod by
Jean-Marc Libs

Rating
     (0) 

Related-to
 PluginConvene: tell user chosen date and time once it is chosen
 Plugin Convene: Extend the deadline if there's a tie

Description
I think it all started when I was filling my availability row. This requires scrolling right, so I did not
see the left-hand "save" icon. I saw a similar icon in the bottom and I clicked it (thinking "how
clever, a floating save icon").
But it made me change pages to the calendar item of the top-selected time  (ooops!)
Then when I came back to the page, no availability was shown on my row (obviously) and I could not
edit again (there was probably a lock) nor delete my whole line either.
Later on, I came back and I could fill availabilty agin and save.

Then I tried to add a new participant "Jyhem.logger" for confirming the issue
Then "Jyhem" was showing as if no availability was selected
But when I edited the line all was correctly selected. Just not shown
Also, I could not delete "Jyhem.logger" line

It was like there was some interference between the "Jyhem" and the Jyhem.logger" lines.

Then I edited the whole page and saw Jyhem had the proper selections. I cancelled edition of the
page (no change).

https://dev.tiki.org/item6742-convene-plugin-auto-locking
https://dev.tiki.org/item7893-PluginConvene-tell-user-chosen-date-and-time-once-it-is-chosen
https://dev.tiki.org/item8153-Plugin-Convene-Extend-the-deadline-if-there-s-a-tie
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Then all was good : I could delete "Jyhem.logger" and see the "Jyhem" availability
That's it

Importance
4

Priority
20

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
6742

Created
Monday 06 August, 2018 23:15:00 GMT-0000
by Jean-Marc Libs

LastModif
Monday 06 August, 2018 23:15:00 GMT-0000

Comments

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item6742-convene-plugin-auto-locking
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